STUDENTS ARE EXPECTED TO HAVE COMPLETED

Only those that have passed all the other credits for the Master will be allowed to defend the master's thesis

COMPETENCES AND SKILLS THAT WILL BE ACQUIRED AND LEARNING RESULTS.

Competencias básicas: CB6, CB7, CB8, CB9, CB10
Competencias generales: CG1; CG2; CG3; CG4; CG5; CG6; CG7; CG8
Competencias específicas: CE1; CE3; CE4; CE6; CE13

DESCRIPTION OF CONTENTS: PROGRAMME

The Master's Thesis will consist of a research document in one of the areas in the course program and a public defence in front of a committee.

The student will overview the state of knowledge for the problem posed, will present a critical analysis of the different alternatives found, as well as a description and evaluation of the solution presented by the student. The student will write a document reflecting the work done, which will be written in English, and will defend the may results obtained during the master's thesis in front of a committee

LEARNING ACTIVITIES AND METHODOLOGY

Tutorials

ASSESSMENT SYSTEM

The paper and the presentation will be reviewed by a committee

The University uses the Turnitin Feedback Studio program within the Aula Global for the delivery of student work. This program compares the originality of the work delivered by each student with millions of electronic resources and detects those parts of the text that are copied and pasted. If the student has correctly made the appointment and the bibliographic reference of the documents he uses as a source, Turnitin will not mark it as plagiarism.

% end-of-term-examination: 50
% of continuous assessment (assignments, laboratory, practicals...): 50